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An abstract product formula for imaginary resolvents is proved for a pair of self- 
adjoint operators A, B of a complex Hilbert space. Here, A is assumed to be non- 
negative and the positive part of B is arbitrary while its negative part is small with 
respect to A in the sense of quadratic forms. The proof is somewhat simpler than 
the author’s original one which required both A and B to be nonnegative. When 
specialized, this theorem establishes the convergence of the “modified Feynman 
integral’-recently introduced by the author-in the most general case for which 
the Schrijdinger equation can be solved without ambiguity. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the Trotter-Lie formula for unitary groups of operators 
consists in representing the unitary group generated by an appropriate 
extension C of the sum of two unbounded self-adjoint operators A and B in 
terms of the unitary groups generated by A and B. It follows from Trotter’s 
theorem [36] that 
lim te ~ i(r/n)Ae - i(f/n)B)n = e - irC, 
n-rao 
whenever A + B is essentially self-adjoint, i.e., has a unique self-adjoint 
extension, denoted by C. 
It has been a long standing open question in linear operator theory to 
relax the hypotheses under which this formula holds. (See, e.g., Faris [ 111, 
Nelson [28], Chernoff [6, Remark p. 911, and Ichinose [17].) 
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Recently, however, the author has shown that if the unitary groups 
generated by A and B were replaced by their associated imaginary 
resolvents, the corresponding product formula holds for an arbitrary pair 
of nonnegative self-adjoint operators [ 241: 
lim ([Z+i(t/n)A]-‘[Z+i(z/n)B]-‘)“=c”~, 
n-m 
where C denotes the “form sum” of A and B, i.e., the self-adjoint operator 
associated with the sum of the quadratic forms of A and B. It will be shown 
here that the same result holds true if A is nonnegative and B has a small 
negative part with respect to A in the sense of quadratic forms (see 
Theorem 1 in Sect. 2 for a precise statement). 
The proof is simpler than the original one [24, Theorem 5.1, p. 17201 
and requires a different approach. It blends methods of Kato [21, 221, in 
particular [22, Lemma 4.1, p. 1121, and of the author [24, Theorem 4.1, 
p. 17103. 
When specialized, the main result establishes the convergence of the 
“modified Feynman integral” recently introduced by the author [24, 
Sect. 6; 25; 261 in the most general case for which the Schrijdinger equation 
can be solved without ambiguity. This sequential approach to the Feynman 
integral consists in substituting the imaginary resolvent generated by the 
Laplacian for the associated unitary group. The solution of the Schrodinger 
equation is represented as a sequential imit of finite dimensional integrals 
involving the kernel of the imaginary resolvent of the Laplacian. 
The main result (Theorem 1) is presented in Section 2. Its proof, together 
with its corollary, is given in Section 3. In Section 4 are examined the 
applications to a modification of the Feynman integral, first in the 
Euclidean space (Part A) and then in the more general setting of a Rieman- 
nian manifold (Part B). 
The interested reader will find further information on the problem of the 
Trotter-Lie formula for unitary groups in [24, Sects. l-33. For the 
necessary background material on operator theory, see [20]. Other good 
references on this topic are [ 8, 16, 30, 311. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ). Let L(H) be 
the space of bounded linear operators of H. The symbol 1) /I denotes the 
norm of H or of L(H), indifferently. The arrow - (resp. + ) indicates weak 
(resp. strong) convergence in H. 
If T is a self-adjoint operator, D(T) stands for its domain and Q(T) for 
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its form domain; in particular, if T is nonnegative, Q(T) = D( Tl”), where 
T’/* is the nonnegative square root of T; in the general case, 
Q(T)=Q(ITI)=~(ITI”*), h w ere 1 TI denotes the absolute value of T 
defined by using the spectral theorem (cf. [S, Chap. 4, Sect. 31). A bounded 
self-adjoint operator defined on all of H is called a hermitian operator. 
Finally, the identity operator of H is denoted by I while i = J-1. 
Let A, B be self-adjoint operators of H. Assume that A is nonnegative. 
Let B, and B- be the positive and negative part of B (defined through the 
spectral theorem); so that B, and B- are nonnegative self-adjoint 
operators and B = B + - B ~. Assume that B- is relatively form bounded 
with respect to A with relative bound < 1, i.e., 
Q(B- )xQ(A) (1.i) 
and there are positive constants y < 1 and 6 such that 
(IB!*x(I*~y llA1'*x~(*+~ IIx(l*, XE Q(A). (l.ii) 
[The intinimum of the constants y for which (1) holds is called the relative 
form bound of B_ with respect o A. We refer the reader to [20, Chap. VI, 
Sects. 1, 21 where this definition and the basic facts about unbounded 
quadratic forms can be found.] 
It is then well known that the quadratic form 
xt-+I~A1’*xl12+ IJB’!*xll*- JIB’i*x11*, XEQ(A)~Q(B+), 
is bounded from below and closed. Consequently, there exists a unique 
(bounded from below) self-adjoint operator, denoted by A i B, associated 
with this quadratic form. The operator A i B is called the form sum of A 
and B. [We assume here for simplicity of the statement of the theorem that 
Q(A i B) is dense in H. See Corollary 1 at the end of Section 2 for the 
general case. ]
Remark 1. Naturally, if the algebraic sum A + B, defined on the 
domain D(A) n D(B), is essentially self-adjoint, the form sum A i B coin- 
cides with the unique self-adjoint extension of A + B. 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Under the above hypotheses, 
([Z+i(t/n)A]-‘[I+i(t/n)B]-l)“u-,e-”(ACB)u, 
n-co 
for all u E H, uniformly in t on bounded subsets of IX. 
(2) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall need the following lemma, due to Kato [22, Lemma 4.1, 
p. 112-J. 
LEMMA 1. Let {Ut)r>o, {Vr)r>o be families of bounded operators on a 
Banach space E such that U; ’ exists as (possibZy) an unbounded operator. 
Assume that 11 V’,(I < 1 and that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
II U,Il < 1 - Ct + o(t), as tJ0. 
Then, for sufficiently small t, [U, ’ - V,] ~ I is a bounded operator on all 
of E and 
[q-l- v,]-‘=[I-u,v,]-’ u,= f (UIV,yU,, (3) 
IT=0 
where this last series converges in L(E). 
Moreover, tf U,v + v as t 10, then 
(t[Z-u,v,1-‘-t[U,‘- V,]-‘)v-+O as tJ0. (4) 
Note that, originally, Kato stated his lemma in a slightly different form, 
assuming instead that 11 U,/I <e-‘, since he was primarily interested in the 
behavior of semigroups and not of resolvents, for instance. 
We are now ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 1. Fix 1> 0. For t > 0, set 
U, = [I+ t(A + iA)] - ‘, V, = [I+ itB] -’ 
and 
W,,,=t[Ly- If,]-’ 
Note that Lemma 1 applies to {U,},, o and { V,}r,O since 
1) U,II 6 (1 + tn) - 1 ,< 1 -At + o(t) as t JO. 
Clearly 
II wt.2 II G A ~ ’ 
since, by Eq. (3) in Lemma 1, 
IIW,,,(l<t f I)u,II”+‘I)vtll<t f (l+t;l)(“+‘)=A ~I. 
n=O fl=O 
(5) 
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Note further that U,-’ = Z+ t(n + L4). Hence W,,lu E D(A) for u E ZZ. 
The proof of the theorem is divided into two steps. In the first step, we 
shall hold the parameter ,I fixed; we shall let it tend to zero at the end of 
the second step. 
Step 1. Wt,l~ -+ [I+ iC] P1u, tl0, l>O, UE ZZ, where we have set 
C=A i B. 
To see this, fix u E H and put W, = Wr,lv. As noted above, W, E D(A). In 
particular, W, E Q(ZK ) since D(A) c Q(A) c Q(B- ). [By Eq. (l.i).] 
Moreover, from the definition of W,,l, 
Thus 
v=tr’(U,‘- VI)W,. 
u=t-‘(U;1-Z) w,+t-‘(Z- V,) w,. (6) 
Also, we have 
t-‘(U;‘-Z)=A+iA (7.i) 
and 
t - ‘(I- V,) = R,, -I- i(Z,,t - I,;), (7.ii) 
where Ret, ZB,+ , and ZB;- are the nonnegative hermitian operators given by 
R,, = tB2[Z+ t2B2] - ‘, I,,+ = B + [Z+ t2B2] - ‘, 
and 
Z,;-=B~[Z+t2B2]PA. (8) 
Taking the inner product of v against w, and combining (6) and (7) we 
see that 
(~7 w,>=n lIw,l12f IIR~jl’w,l12 
+ i[IIA”*w,J2+ IlZ;,: wtl12- IjZ2,? w,j/‘]. 
BY Eq- (51, 
llwtll <A-’ IMI. 
Hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
I(& w,>l <A-l llul12. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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Now, by the spectral theorem, we see that 
I#: 5112 G IlP!2~l12, v<eQ(B-1. 
Applying this basic observation to r = w, and using Eq. (l.ii), we get 
IIZ~w,l12~v IlA”2WIJ12+8~~W,l)2. (12) 
Using (lo), (11) and taking the imaginary part of (9), we deduce that 
(1 -y) lIA1’2W,I(2+ IJz~w,~/*cIz-i(1+61-‘) ~~0[~2< +co. 
Since y < 1, it follows that A li2w, and Zz!? w, are bounded as t JO. By (12), 
SO is Zi? w,. In view of (9) and (ll), it is immediate that w, and R$,2jlzw, are 
also bounded. Thus there exists a sequence { tn} 10 along which 
w, - w, A”2W, - a, 112 R;Fwpa, ZB+wI-B+, I and Zgww, -PP. 
(13) 
[Here and in the next few lines, it is implicitly understood that the limits 
are taken along the sequence {t,}.] 
NOW, by the spectral theorem and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem, one shows in quite the same way as in [24, Lemma 4.1, p. 17103 
that 
Rii2j12+00, YEQ(IBI), Z? Y-‘B’!~.Y, YEQ(B+), 
Z;‘: y + B1L2y, 
(14) 
, ~EQ(B-), as tl0. 
We claim that 
wee(C), a=A112w, a=O, fl+=By2w, and fl-=B!*w. (15) 
To see this, let ~EQ(B+). By (13) and (14), 
(8+, y)=lim(@w,, y) =lim(w,, Zz y) = (w, Byy). 
Hence w E Q(B + ) and p + = Byw. The other equalities in (15) are obtained 
similarly. The conclusion follows since Q(C) = Q(A ) n Q( B + ). 
Next, let yeD(C). Note that D(C)c Q(C)c Q(B-)nQ(B+), since 
Q(A) c Q(B- ) by (1.i). Then 
(u, y)=A(wt, Y)+(R&O~Y) 
+ i[ (A1’2W,, A’12y) + (‘2 wr, ‘2 y) - <zg wt, zg y)] 
=A(w, y) + i[(A”*w, A”*y) + (By2w, B’!zy) - (B’i2w, B’l’v)] 
=A(4 y> +i<w Cy), 
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where we have used successively (6), (7) and-after passing to the limit 
along {t,}-(13)-( 15). Since C is self-adjoint, it follows that WED(C), 
u=(/i+iC)w (16.i) 
and so 
w=[I+iC]-‘u. (16.ii) 
The limits in (13) are, therefore, independent of the sequence (tn}. It 
follows by a standard compactness argument that weak convergence holds 
as t JO in (13). In particular, w, - w and Rkyw, - 0, where w is given by 
( 16.ii). 
Passing to the limit as t 10 in the real part of (9) and using (16.i), we see 
that 
1 llw,l12 +IlR~w,ll* -Re((Y, w))=A ~IwI(~. 
Consequently, 
A llw,-wI12+ IJR~w,~(~+O as tl0. 
Since II > 0, it follows in particular that w, --* w, as required. This completes 
the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. By Step 1 and Eq. (4) in Lemma 1, we have 
[f -‘(I- u, V,)] - +I + [A + iC] -10, tl0, A>O, VEH. (17) 
Set F* = U, V,. Note that I( (1 + Lt) F,JI < 1. Furthermore, 
(l+At)-‘[t-‘(I-FF,)]-‘=[I+t-‘(Z-(l+A.t)F,)]-’ 
and (17) yields (recall that A > 0 is fixed) 
[A + t- ‘(I- (1 + At) F,)] - ‘II -+ [A + iC] - ‘u, tl0, UEH. (18) 
By Chernoffs theorem [6, Theorem 1.1, p. 41 applied to the family of 
contractions ((1 +At) F,},,. and to the m-accretive operator iC, (18) 
implies that 
(( 1 + J.(t/n)) Frln)‘% -+ e-ircu, 
n+co 
(19) 
for all u E H, uniformly in t E [0, r], for all T > 0. 
11 [Z+ i(t/n)A] -‘[I+ i(t/n)B] -’ - Ft,,ll 
= II([Z+i(t/n)A]-‘- [Z+(t/n)(A+iA)]p’)[Z+i(t/n)B]-‘l( 
= I f [Z+i(t/n)A] -‘[I+ (t/n II 0 )A+ i(t/rt)A] -‘[I+ i(t/n )Bl -I /I 
61 - . 
(3 
(21) 
n 
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Fix T> 0 and t with 0 < t < T. Clearly 
ll(l +4eNFt,,-F,,,II GA 
(3 
; . (20) 
/ 
At this stage, we recall that U,-and hence F,Aepen& on /2. Now 
In the line before last, we have used the resolvent equation (see, e.g., [20, 
pp. 36, 1733). 
In view of (20) and (21), 
11(1+~(t/n))F,,,-[Z+i(t/n)A]~‘[Z+i(t/n)B]-’~/6213. ; . (22) 
(7 
Now, ~2” - h” = C;: A an- ’ ~ “(a - b) bk, for arbitrary a, b in L(H); in par- 
ticular, if /lull 6 1 and llbll 6 1, 
lla” - b”ll <n Ila- 611. 
With the obvious notation, (22) and (23) yield 
(23) 
~~((1+~(t/n))F~,,)“u-([Z+i(t/n)A]-’[Z+i(t/n)B1-‘)“~/I 
< 2Tl Ilull. (24) 
It now suffices to let J.lO in (24) to deduce from (19) that (2) holds, 
uniformly in t E [0, T], for all T > 0. 
By replacing A, B with their negatives, we would reach the same con- 
clusion for t E [ - T, 01. This completes the proof of Step 2 and of 
Theorem 1. 1 
Remark 2. It should be mentioned that in a preliminary announcement 
of a less general result, the small argument given at the beginning of Step 2 
was mishandled. I am grateful to Professor Simeon Reich for pointing out 
this inconsistency during a seminar that I gave at the University of 
Southern California on this subject. As was seen above, one had to set 1= E 
instead of A = 2s in [26, p. 7211. 
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In the following, we do not assume anymore that Q(A i B) is dense in 
H. In other words, A and B.-the positive part of B-can be arbitrary 
nonnegative self-adjoint operators of H. In this case, A i B is a self-adjoint 
operator of the closed subspace H,, where H, is the closure of Q(A i B) 
in H. The next corollary extends Theorem 1 to this situation: 
COROLLARY 1. With the above notation, 
([Z+i(t/n)A]-l[Z+i(t/n)B]~‘)“u+e-i”A’B)u, 
n-+cc 
(25) 
for all u E H,, uniformly in t on bounded subsets of Ft. 
Proof: This is a simple consequence of the proof of Theorem 1. In this 
latter one, Step 1 becomes 
W,,, u -+ [ 3, + iC] ~ ‘flu, tJ0, L>O, VEH,, t-26) 
where 17 denotes the orthogonal projection of H onto H,. Moreover, in 
Step 2, we can no longer use Chernoffs theorem since C is not densely 
defined in H; however, the approximation theory developed in [20, Chap- 
ter IX, Sect. 31 can be used instead to deduce (25) from (26). (See, e.g., 
[21, p. 189; 23, p. 395; 24, p. 17161.) 1 
When B is nonnegative, Corollary 1 specializes to one of the main results 
in our previous work [24, Theorem 5.1, p. 17201. Note that the proof given 
here is quite different and somewhat simpler conceptually. 
4. APPLICATION TO A MODIFIED FEYNMAN INTEGRAL 
In part A of this section, we study the applications of Theorem 1 to a 
modification of the Feynman integral on Euclidean space. We extend these 
results in part B to the setting of a Riemannian manifold. We conclude in 
part C by a brief discussion related to other approaches to the Feynman 
integral. 
A. Schriidinger Equation on Euclidean Space 
In this part, H = L*(rW”), v 2 1. Let A = -A be the negative Laplacian 
operator acting in H and let B be the operator of multiplication on H with 
a real-valued function V. Set I’+ = max( V, 0) and K = max( - V, 0). 
We shall assume that 
v+ E hL(w (27.i) 
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and that 
V- is relatively form bounded with respect o -A with relative 
bound < 1. (27.ii) 
The form sum of A and B is then the natural realization in H of the 
Schrijdinger operator -A + V(x), x E [w”. We shall denote it by 2”. 
We emphasize that the condition given in (27) is the weakest hypothesis 
under which the Schrbdinger equation can be solved-that is, for which the 
Hamiltonian can be defined without ambiguity and is bounded below. 
For t E Iw, t #O, the imaginary resolvent [Z- itd] -I is an integral 
operator in H with kernel denoted by G(x, y; t). In the Euclidean case, the 
kernel can be computed by using Fourier transform techniques (see, e.g., 
[30, Chap. IX, Sect. 7; 10, Chap. 1; or 13, Chap. 71). We refer to [25, p. 21 
where the explicit expression of G(x, y; t) can be found. 
Recall that the unique solution of the Schrodinger equation 
with initial condition 
is given by 
Y(x, t) = (e -““q?)(x), tER, XER”. 
THEOREM 2. The solution of the Schriidinger equation is represented by a 
“modified Feynman path integral.” Spectfically, for all cp E H and almost 
every x E R”, 
(eeifxcp)(x) 
= lim s @,(x0,..., x, ;-t) n-t m (Rv)n 
x fi (l+i(t/n) V(x,))-‘cp(x,)dx,...dx,, 
j= I 
(28) 
where we have set x0=x and @Jx,,,..., x,; t) is the nth iterated kernel of the 
convolution operator [I- i( t/n)A] - ‘, 
@n(~O,..., x,; t) = fi G(x,- 1, Xi; t/n). (29) 
j=l 
The convergence in (28) holds in L*(R”) = H and is uniform in t on bounded 
subsets of R. 
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Proof: For all ZJ E H and almost every z E [w”, 
([Z+i(t/n)A]-‘[l +i(t/n)B]-‘u)(z) 
= 
s G(z, Y; @I(1 +i(t/n) J’(Y))-‘U(Y) 4 IT%” 
Iterating (n - 1) times and applying Theorem 1, we obtain (28) and 
(29). 1 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 is to be compared with Nelson’s sequential 
definition of the Feynman integral, which is based on the Trotter-Lie for- 
mula for unitary groups [ZS, p. 3333. Since this definition relies on Trot- 
ter’s theorem [36], however, it is only known to hold when -d + I/ is 
essentially self-adjoint. [By a famous result of Kato, this is the case, for 
instance, if we assume that V, E L&( W’) and V- is relatively operator 
bounded with respect to -A with relative bound < 1; see, e.g., [30, 
Theorem X.29, p. 1851. Of course, this latter condition implies (27).] 
It is noteworthy that, for v # 2, G(x, y; t) decays exponentially to zero as 
(x-y1 tends to infinity (see [25, p. 21) and hence that the finite dimen- 
sional integrals appearing in (28) are ordinary Lebesgue integrals. 
We refer to [25, Remarks 3 and 4, p. 33 for certain heuristic con- 
siderations regarding the modified Feynman integral. 
We recall some known facts about Schrijdinger operators for the reader’s 
convenience. Many sufficient conditions for (27) to hold can be found in 
the literature. The simplest such condition is the following (see, e.g., [4, 
Sect. 21 or [30, Chap. X, Sect. 2]), 
v+ E G,,W) and If- E LP( [WY) +I,“( [WY)) 
where p b v/2 if v > 3, p > 1 if v = 2 and p = 1 if v = 1. A related sufficient 
condition is given by I’+ E L,‘,,( [WY) and I/_ E K, (see the review paper 
[34] for the notations and a discussion of this class of “potentials”). In all 
these cases, the relative bound of I/_ with respect o -A is equal to zero. 
Complementary information regarding Schrodinger operators defined 
through quadratic forms can be found in [32; 30, Chap. X, Sects. 2-4; 20, 
Chap. VI, Sect. 4; 191. 
Consider the following classical example for illustration. Assume that 
v = 3, for simplicity. Set V(x) = -/? 1x1 -‘, where 1x1 denotes the length of 
the vector XE Iw3\{O} and a, fi are positive constants. Then, for any 8, 
-A + V, defined on C;(E%3\(O}), is essentially self-adjoint as long as a < 1. 
However, for arbitrary ,!I, (27) holds for a < 2 and, in the limiting case 
where a = 2, for b < $. (See [ 12, p. 96; 30, pp. 169-170; 33, p. 30; 20, Exam- 
ple 4.15, p. 4021.) For i < a < 2 or for a = 2 with /I < a, one does not know 
whether it is possible to use Nelson’s definition of the Feynman integral 
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(cf. Remark 3). Nevertheless, since (27) holds, the above modilied Feynman 
integral converges and Theorem 2 applies. 
Remark 4. The main result in Section 2 as well as the application 
presented in part A of this section were announced in [27]. 
B. Schriidinger Equation on a Riemannian Manifold 
Theorem 1 can naturally be applied to a great variety of operators. It 
could be applied, for instance, to generalized Schrodinger operators; the 
resolvent kernels of these operators have been studied by Gurarie (see, e.g., 
[14, 151). For our purpose, however, it is important to examine an exten- 
sion of the results of part A to a more general geometric setting. 
Let M’ be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension v. Let 
d = div(grad) be the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting in H = L2(M”); here 
the inner product in H is taken with respect to the Riemannian volume of 
M”. -d is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator of H and is equal to the 
closure of its restriction to C?(M). It is to guarantee this latter property 
that the assumption of completeness i required. (We recommend [35] as a 
simple introduction to the subject of the Laplacian on a Riemannian 
manifold; other references are [29; 7, Chap. V].) 
For real t # 0, [I- itd] ~ ’ is an integral operator in H with kernel still 
denoted by G(x, y; t). Let V be a real-valued function on M” with positive 
part V, and negative part VP satisfying a condition analogous to (27). 
(This will be the case, for instance, if V, E L,i,,C(MY) and 
V_ELP(M”)+L~(M”), wherep=l ifv=l,p>l ifv=2andp>v/2 if 
v 2 3, and if the Sobolev inequalities hold in’ CF(M”); in fact, the proof of 
this statement is the same as in the Euclidean case since it relies on the 
Sobolev inequalities. 
Theorem 2 then extends immediately to this situation provided that the 
integration in (28) are performed with respect o the Riemannian volume of 
M”. 
Remark 5. In view of [25, Remark 4, p. 31, it is noteworthy that 
precise kernel estimates are now available in a rather broad context. If the 
manifold M” has bounded from below Ricci curvature, the kernel G(x, y; t) 
exhibits an asymptotic behavior roughly similar to its Euclidean counter- 
part. (See [5, Sects. 0, 23 for a precise statement of this fact.) 
’ The Sobolev inequalities hold for functions in C?(W) if, for example, M’ has nonnegative 
Ricci curvature and if the volume of its geodesic balls of radius r grows like r” at infinity; see 
[37, p. 101. 
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C. Discussion 
The establishment of the convergence of a definition of the Feynman 
integral is usually a rather difficult step. Mathematical investigation of the 
subject, however, should not stop here. One would actually like to be able 
to use this definition as an analytical tool in a wide range of situations. At 
the present stage of mathematics, this hope has not yet been fulfilled. 
Nevertheless, notable progress has been made recently in the domain of the 
Feynman integral (see, e.g., [ 1,2,9, 181 and the mathematical treatment of 
the method of stationary phase attempted in [3].) In most cases, however, 
severe restrictions have been imposed on the potential function V. Given 
the great generality of the approach presented here, we hope to have 
indicated to the reader that it might be possible to go further and relax 
some of these conditions. 
Note added in proof: Since this paper was written, the results given here have been used by 
the author in an essential manner to establish general convergence theorems for the modified 
Feynman integral. See, in particular, Theorem 4.1, p. 52 and Corollary 4.1, p. 57 in M. L. 
Lapidus, Perturbation theory and a dominated convergence theorem for Feynman integrals, 
Integral Equations Operator Theory 8 (1985) 3662. 
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